Good Morning.

Effective August 1, 2021, the **CX-COVID Social Distancing Activities** Activity will no longer be available for agencies to use and assign on participants’ Employability Plans (EP). Agencies must close this activity by August 1, 2021, using completion code **A-Successfully Competed** for any participants currently assigned to this activity on their EP. Agencies should reassess the participant’s situation and discuss other appropriate activities that can be assigned on the EP in the place of **CX**. For participants that are still uneasy about returning to other activities while the pandemic is still occurring, agencies should reference the [BWF Work Programs Policy and Automation Adjustments Document](mailto:BWFWorkProgramsPolicyandAutomationAdjustmentsDocument) for a list of suggested activity assignments.

An Operations Memo outlining this policy reinstatement and further clarifying the proper use of the CX Good Cause reason code is forthcoming in July.

Please direct any questions to your agency’s Regional Coordinator or Administrator.

Thank you and have a wonderful week.

---
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